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SUMMARY
In the maintenance of software applications, database evolution is one common difficulty. In object-oriented
databases, this process comprises schema evolution and instance adaptation. Both tasks usually require
significant effort from programmers and database administrators. In this paper, we propose orthogonal
persistence and aspect-oriented programming to support semi-transparent database evolution. A default
mechanism for instance evolution is defined, but the user may provide modularized solutions using
the aspect-oriented paradigm. We present our framework AOF4OOP to test the feasibility of our pro-
posed approach. This prototype allows programmes to transparently access data in other versions of the
database schema. We evaluate our framework, comparing it to related approaches using two real applica-
tions and measuring the improvement of the productivity of the programmer. Copyright © 2016 John Wiley
& Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Every application is subject to a continuous process of evolution because of many factors, such
as changing requirements, new functionalities or even the correction of design mistakes. In many
of these cases, there are strong implications for the underlying data model, which has a specific
application interface for each of the existing data types. This schema formalism has a significant
impact on the entire evolution process, requiring the intervention of programmers and database
administrators. This database and application maintenance problem clearly grows with the size and
complexity of the schema.
The database evolution problem, in object-oriented databases, has two parts, each in a distinct data
layer: (i) schema evolution, at the database metadata layer and (ii) instance adaptation, at the data
layer. The schema evolution approach determines application compatibility, which can minimize the
negative impact of the evolution process if a multi-version schema approach is chosen. Regardless
of the approach to the schema evolution mechanism, the entire database must preserve its structural,
behavioural and semantic consistency. Therefore, a proper instance adaptation approach must be
applied in order to guarantee that previous existing objects continue to be accessible under the new
schema and that no anomalous behaviour occurs during the normal operation of the application.
An example of this problem was presented in an earlier case study [1, 2]. We will use this exam-
ple as the basis for our discussion in the next sections. Rashid et al.’s case study presents a scenario
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of an adult education organization where day-to-day activities are supported on a database, which
stores information about students, staff, courses, examinations and results, among others. The man-
agement of the organization decided to redesign the database for a variety of reasons, such as fixing
design mistakes. In the structure prior to evolution, the class hierarchy did not conform to good
object-oriented design principles as the class Student was not a subclass of the class Person.
Thus, in the new structure, Person is a superclass of Student and Staff. Hence, it defines
attributes common to both classes (which are transferred to the superclass). Figure 1(a) and (b)
shows the structure before and after the evolution, respectively. From now on, we will refer to these
two versions of the class structure as version ‘A’ and version ‘B’, respectively.
In this example, the database evolution is necessary because the metadata layer (in version ‘A’)
in the object-oriented database system (OODBS) does not follow the new class structure in version
‘B’. Additionally, at the data layer, existing instances of the classes must be adapted. This instance
adaptation problem is particularly complex in the case of the subclasses of Person and Staff, in
which there are semantic variations.
Figure 1. Database evolution case study (extracted from [2]).
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The object-oriented database evolution problem has been intensively studied in the last decades
but still remains an error prone and time consuming undertaking for programmers and database
administrators. Currently, there is some excitement in the scientific community regarding bidirec-
tional transformations (BX) [3]. BX is a mechanism for maintaining the consistency of two (or more)
related sources of information. The BX is a concept encompassing many different areas, including
software engineering, programming languages, databases and document engineering. As far as we
are aware, regarding databases, this research activity has been focused on relational databases, view
mechanisms and query translations [4–6], as well as other research areas [7]. Besides other goals,
our work intends to fill this gap proposing a new aspect-oriented approach to establish mappings
between multiple versions of classes in object-oriented databases.
Object-oriented database management systems like DB4O [8], Versant [9] and ObjectDB [10],
provide transparent schema evolution mechanisms. These mechanisms alleviate the programmers’
workload by keeping the data and application layers synchronized. Although these modern systems
provide such transparent mechanisms, the most frequent types of schema updates identified in earlier
works are not supported [11, 12]. In these systems, some types of updates, such as class movements
in the inheritance hierarchy, attribute renaming and semantic changes in attributes content, require
the programmer’s intervention in order to convert the data from the old structure to the new one.
Additionally, in the case of a class that is moved within its inheritance hierarchy, these systems also
require a temporary class, with a distinct name, which must be renamed at the end of the conversion
process. Thus, in real world applications, the use of these systems requires significant effort by the
programmers to evolve the database. This is the case with the aforementioned example, in which
this type of update occurs.
These database evolution problems motivated us to find solutions to improve the programmer’s
work in order to be more productive and less prone to errors. This paper addresses the database
evolution problem, in the specific context of orthogonal object-oriented persistent programming
systems [13, 14] in both its parts: schema evolution and instance adaptation. These systems, due
to their intrinsic characteristics, have motivated our research work. We have found that some of
these characteristics are distinctive and are not observed in non-orthogonal systems. Therefore, we
decided to use a novel approach to deal with the aforementioned problems, applying aspect-oriented
programming (AOP) techniques [15]. In this paper, we present our meta-model and its prototype,
which explore the benefits of combining the orthogonal persistence paradigm with AOP techniques.
Our aspect-oriented framework enables the modularization of the persistence concern of appli-
cations as well as the evolution of the database. Applications rely on this framework in order to be
provided with orthogonal persistence mechanisms. Programmers can perform updates of the class
structure of the application, because our framework will create a new version of these structures
in the OODBS. Our schema evolution approach is incremental, that is, new versions are always
added to the metadata layer in the database. Additionally, the framework enables previously cre-
ated objects (instances of other class versions) to remain available to applications. Each application
version only knows its own structure of classes. Our framework adapts the objects loaded from the
database according to the class version that is expected by the running application.
Regarding the instance adaptation problem, it is, in many cases, handled autonomously by the
framework. Only when structural or semantic variations occur are the default mechanisms unable to
perform the instance adaptation autonomously. In these cases, programmers must write conversion
code as aspect-oriented modules which extend the default mechanisms of the framework.
The main contribution of our work consists in finding transparent mechanisms for the support
of database evolution in orthogonal persistent systems, reducing the programmers’ work effort and
enabling the coexistence of distinct class versions. In other systems [8–10], programmers must write
helper programs to migrate the data when structural or semantic variations occur. In contrast, our
framework proposes simple aspect-oriented constructs to extend the default evolution mechanism,
making the framework reusable. Our approach focuses on supporting programmers with persistence
and database evolution services from a programming perspective rather than a database perspective.
This paper goes beyond the previous publications [16–18] by giving an updated view of our
framework and by discussing implementation details that were never published before.
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In this work, we follow the design-science paradigm, which seeks to create innovations that
define the ideas, practices, technical capabilities and products through which the analysis, design,
implementation, management and use of information systems can be effectively and efficiently
accomplished [19, 20]. We follow the guidelines proposed by Hevner et al. [21], proposing our
framework as an instantiation to show that aspect orientation can be used to provide application and
database evolution, implemented in a working system [22].
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In next section, we will discuss two concepts on
which our approach is based. Our meta-model and prototype are presented in Section 3. In Section 4,
we present an evaluation of our meta-model and prototype. In Section 5, we discuss some related
works that inspired our research. Finally, we draw some conclusions from our research.
2. ORTHOGONAL PERSISTENCE AND ASPECT ORIENTATION
2.1. Orthogonal Persistence
According to Atkinson et al. [13, 14], an orthogonally persistent system provides applications with
abstraction regarding the persistence of their data. In order to achieve such abstraction, systems must
follow three principles:
 Persistence independence: the same code should be applicable to both non-persistent and
persistent objects;
 Type orthogonality: all objects can be persistent or non-persistent irrespective of their types,
sizes or any other property;
 Persistence identification or reachability: a given object is persistent because it is reachable
from a persistent root, or through other persistent objects.
Object-oriented databases aim to provide object storing services seamlessly integrated with the
programming environment in order to defeat the well-known ‘impedance mismatch’ problem [23].
Despite these goals, current object database management system (ODBMS) [8–10] interfacing
lacks orthogonality, because, in many cases, explicit operations of object storing and activation are
required, thus precluding reachability.
2.2. Aspect-oriented programming
Aspect-oriented p rogramming [15] consists in a programming technique that increases the modu-
larity required to follow the separation of concerns principle. Concerns, such as logging, security,
or persistence, tend to be scattered and tangled throughout the system modules. The aim of AOP is
to improve separation of concerns in a modular way by introducing a new unit of decomposition,
called the aspect.
According to Filman and Friedman [24], the distinctive characteristics of AOP systems are
Quantification and Obliviousness. Quantification relates to making quantified programming asser-
tions over programs [24]. These programming assertions are made through pointcut expressions.
Depending on the AOP language, those expressions are capable of identifying a broad type of join
point, such as method calls or definitions, read or write properties, object constructors and other
strategic application points.
A concern, in the form of code written in the aspect, can be introduced or even replace an existing
implementation of a specific behaviour of an application without being previously prepared for
that procedure. Neither the programmers, who write the base code, nor the applications need that
knowledge. This second characteristic present in the AOP is called Obliviousness [24].
For Friedrich Steimann [25] aspect-orientation is also Quantification and Obliviousness. Based
on his observations of the generalized accepted definitions for domain model and aspect, and what
he considers to be the fundamental properties of aspect-oriented software development, the author
argues that aspects are always second-order statements and domain models are first-order [26];
therefore it could be argued that aspects (in the aspect-oriented sense) are technical and extrinsic to
the modelled problem domain and its models. That is, aspects are technical and they are few [27].
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Some researchers have questioned the benefits of these two characteristics, stating that the most
distinctive characteristics of AOP are others such as abstraction, modularity and composability [28].
For Rashid and Moreira, these are the fundamental characteristics of an aspect-oriented software
development approach [28]. In the authors’s perspective, the modularization of a system’s aspects
requires a global reasoning over the entire system and its requisites, which must begin in the early
phase of the design process. Modular reasoning means that one can make decisions about a module
while looking only at its implementation, its interfaces and the interfaces of modules referenced in
its implementation or interface [29].
The problem with AOP is that while base modules are syntactically oblivious to aspects, they are
not semantically oblivious to aspects [30]. Therefore, when studying a module, a programmer has
to consider all aspects that can possibly interfere with and change the module’s logic. To mitigate
this problem, several extensions to AOP have been proposed. Most of them restrict obliviousness by
introducing various forms of interface or contract.
Gudmundson and Kiczales [31] proposed placing named pointcuts in the class definition and then
exporting them in the class’s interface (the so called pointcut interface). The pointcuts are then used
by aspects when defining advices which apply to the class. By having a pointcut interface, the pro-
grammer is aware that the class may be influenced by aspects. Exported pointcuts form a contract
between a class and its client aspects, allowing the class to be evolved independently of its clients
so long as the contract is preserved. The work of Gudmundson and Kiczales was continued by
Aldrich [32] and Hoffman and Eugster [33], while the idea of explicit interfaces was further
developed by Kiczales and Mezini [29].
Kiczales and Mezini [29] introduced the concept of aspect-aware interfaces to annotate method
declarations with the aspects that may apply to them. In their approach, a class’s aspect-aware inter-
face is automatically computed using reverse engineering through a global analysis of the aspects
and the classes once a system has been composed.
Pointcut fragility [34] is another challenge for the aspect-oriented research community. Cur-
rent AOP languages rely on referencing the structural properties of the program. These structural
properties are used by pointcuts to define intended conceptual properties of the program. Thus,
maintenance changes that conflict with the assumptions made by the pointcuts may introduce
defects [35]. These defects occur when a pointcut unintentionally captures or misses a given join
point as a consequence of seemingly safe modifications to the base code [34].
Clifton and Leavens [36, 37] and Przybylek [30] proposed distinguishing between harmful and
harmless aspects/advices. Their proposals allow programmers to ignore harmless aspects when rea-
soning about the base code. Clifton and Leavens call the aspects that can change the behaviour of
a module assistants [38]. The term assistant is intended to connote a participatory role for these
aspects. On the other hand, spectator aspects are limited in that they may not change the behaviour
of the modules they apply to (in a way to be made concrete later). Because this type of aspect does
not change the behaviour of other modules, the authors in [38] say that one spectator views (rather
than advises) methods. Hence, they preserve modular reasoning even when applied without explicit
reference by the modules they view [38].
The effect of AOP on software development, maintainability and comprehensibility has been the
subject of several studies. Bartsch and Harrison [39] conducted experiments in which no advantages
were observed when applying AOP techniques. The experiments of Hanenberg and Endrikat [40]
suggest that the use of AOP is only beneficial in situations where the crosscutting concerns refer to
a large number of places in the code. Another experiment [41] also suggests that AOP is a poten-
tial rewarding investment into future code changes - but it has risks. Mortensen et al. [42] replace
crosscutting concerns with aspects in three industrial applications to examine the effects on proper-
ties that affect the maintainability of the applications. Their conclusions suggest that aspect-oriented
refactoring reduced the size of the code and improved both change locality and concern diffusion.
Persistence is a pure crosscutting concern, meaning that not only would its implementation in an
object-oriented language be tangled but also scattered. Pure crosscutting concerns are rare, because
domain models are aspect free [26]. From the point of view of applications, persistence is a technical
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problem and not a domain problem [26]. It is a technical concern that cuts across any applica-
tion domain. Therefore, the implementation of persistence in aspect orientation requires quantified
statements about the behaviour of programs.
2.3. Aspect orientation for orthogonal persistence
In orthogonal persistent systems, there is a close integration between the application and the
database management system. Another distinctive characteristic is that data schemas are shared by
both the application and the database. During the development of applications, programmers may
not be concerned with persistence, because the orthogonal persistent programming environment
will handle that transparently. The persistence aspect does not violate the specified behaviour of the
base modules, which makes it a spectator [30, 38, 43]. These observations allow us to argue that
obliviousness [24] is desirable in orthogonal persistent environments.
Regarding the Persistence Identification principle, the persistence state of the object just depends
on its reachability from a persistent root (another persistent object). Using AOP techniques in these
seamlessly integrated systems, objects can be tracked in order to monitor their persistent state
through the analysis of their relationships. Using simple get and set pointcut expressions, access
operations to the attributes of the objects can be easily quantified. In our prototype, we just use two
AspectJ pointcut expressions (see Figure 3 in Section 3.5). Thus, all objects can share a common
persistence aspect, which adjusts its behaviour to each situation, depending on the reachability of
the object.
In the context of orthogonal persistence, those two pointcuts (get and set) are effective. If a
class, method, attribute or another property is renamed, moved, added or deleted, these two pointcuts
continue to be effective. Thus, for the very particular cases before, the pointcut fragility problem
[34] is not present. Notice that one can reason about the persistence concern without interfering
with any other application concerns, because it is a technical problem that does not depend on the
application. Thus, these observations allow us to argue that quantification [24] is also desirable in
this category of systems.
This crosscutting concern refers to a large number of places in the code of an application.
Besides, a change in the aspect code does not change the way it crosscuts the application. Thus,
based on previous research results [40, 41], we believe that the aspect orientation of the orthogo-
nal persistence concern may enable large gains in terms of reusability, compensating for an initial
higher development effort. We base our argument on the intrinsic obliviousness of orthogonal
persistent systems.
For the same reasons, the two observed characteristics mentioned before also shape the database
evolution problem, making it very different from the one found in non-orthogonal systems. Program-
mers can change the structure of the classes, because orthogonal persistence enables an incremental
propagation of the schema into the database [14]. Consider the example of the class Person in
version ‘A’. Before this step in the schema evolution, the database only knows the class Person
in version ‘A’. Next, the programmer updates the structure of class to version ‘B’ within the source
code of the application. From that moment on, version ‘A’ is unknown to the application. The first
time Person in version ‘B’ appears in the ODBMS, it can be automatically registered in the meta-
data layer of the database. In each subsequent step of the schema evolution, the propagation of
new versions of this class is repeated incrementally. From the point of view of applications, this is
transparent, being a technical problem in the ODBMS.
With regard to the instance adaptation problem, it can be handled by default and user-defined
mechanisms [44]. The former is a technical aspect of the system because objects can be adapted
autonomously by the ODBMS. On the other hand, the latter is dependent on the problem domain
of the application, that is, the role aspects of the classes [26]), thus requiring user-defined settings
about the transformation semantics. In the example given, the update in Person is a problem that
belongs to the domain of the application. Hence, in this case the ODBMS requires such user-defined
settings in order to be able to convert the attribute surname to middleName and lastName.
The technical aspects can benefit from all the advantages in terms of flexibility and customization,
as demonstrated in earlier works [45–47] (Section 5). Regarding the domain aspects, we argue that
they can be added to the system as modules (containing user-defined settings for conversion). That
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is to say, one can extend the mechanisms of the ODBMS (the ODBMS evolution aspect) with new
behaviour (role aspects [26] of classes). Hence, the aspect-oriented engine of the ODBMS can be
reused without modifications. Our approach follows this paradigm.
3. THE ASPECT-ORIENTED FRAMEWORK FOR OBJECT ORTHOGONAL PERSISTENCE
Our framework [16, 17]‡ mediates the interaction between applications and the OODBS, following
an aspect-oriented approach. In the next section, we will discuss the programming environment of
our prototype, the aspect-oriented framework for object orthogonal persistence (AOF4OOP) frame-
work. In the following sections, the framework and meta-model are discussed. This meta-model is
used by the framework to support the data models of applications.
3.1. The programming environment
The application programming interface (API) of the framework is based on a special class
(CPersistentRoot), which is used in the development of applications. This API follows the
principles of orthogonal persistence. Hence, applications manage persistent and non-persistent data
without having a full notion of its persistence state. The API enables access to persistent objects
through named references, as well as query-based mechanisms. In fact, independently of the manner
in which instances are loaded from the OODBS, each of these persistent objects are roots that enable
access to all the other objects that are reachable from them. That is to say, objects are transpar-
ently loaded into the memory when accessed the first time by the application. When an application
updates an object loaded in the memory, then the update is transparently propagated to the OODBS.
The code listing presented in Figure 2 depicts how applications interact with their data using this
API. In this example, we use the Student class structure presented in Figure 1(b), as well as an
additional Course class. In line 9, the mechanism based on named references delivers a Course
object to its variable without the need of any cast operation. This object is identified by its named
reference, which is passed as argument to the getRootObject() method. In line 10, the course
reference is tested, because the course instance with that key may not exist as a persistent object.
In such cases, the framework will return a null value. Consequently, in line 12, a new course object
is instantiated in memory and then made persistent using the setRootObject() method and
its key, in line 13. Notice that in the next executions of the program, the reference obtained in line
10 will be not null. In general, the setRootObject() operation is used at the first program
execution in order to initialize the persistent root objects of the applications.
In line 16, a query-based mechanism is used for loading objects from the database. The implemen-
tation of the CQuery class permits querying all instances of a class, which is passed as argument
in its constructor. Invoking this query through the API returns the collection of all existing objects,
of that class, in the database (students already enrolled in other courses). In line 19, the intended
Student object is found. In this program execution phase, the variables course and student
contain memory references of the respective persistent objects. Then, these two persistent objects
are associated, because the student reference is added to an internal array of student references
inside the course object. Notice that this association is durable because both objects are persistent.
In line 22, a new student object is created; however, this new one (student2) is non-persistent.
Notice that this instance is created using the constructor of the class. Only in the line 25 is the object
pointed to by the reference student2made persistent. The framework detects that the student2
becomes reachable from the array of students of the course, consequently activating its persistence
mechanisms in order to make this non-persistent object be a persistent object.
The querying mechanism of the framework was inspired by the one implemented in the DB4O
ODBMS based on Native Queries [8, 48]. In the current version of our framework, only the pre-
sented type of query is available, which does not allow query predicates. Other types of more
sophisticated queries are planned as future work. Additionally, the API of the framework also pro-
‡Its source code is available in the following repository: https://github.com/rhrp/aof4oop.
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Figure 2. Application example.
vides a view mechanism based on saved queries. Users invoke a view in the same manner as the
SQL views in relational database management system.
Using the API, the users can impose data constraints and control transactions. Additionally, other
operations such as system statistics and debugging are also available in the API.
3.2. The system architecture
Figure 3 depicts an overall view of the three layers of the system: application, framework and
database. In this figure one can observe how applications are provided with persistence and data
integrity mechanisms through woven aspects. These application aspects consume basic services that
are implemented in the framework.
The framework is composed of several subsystems, such as the application programming inter-
face, caching of objects and meta-objects, schema manager, object mapping (manages object
relationships and object identity), classloading (provides applications and the framework with
classes), database garbage collecting (for detecting lost object references at the database layer) and
database weaver (Section 3.6). Several aspects of the framework are also modularized in terms of
AOP. In Section 3.5, we will discuss these aspects, as well as aspects of the applications.
The database comprises two areas: an OODBS (implemented with DB4O [8] in the current proto-
type) and an XML file. The OODBS feeds the storaging aspect with data objects and meta-objects
(excluding the UBMO ones). In Section 3.3, we will discuss these two concepts of object. As one can
observe in Figure 3, conceptually, the management system of the OODBS is part of the framework.
Notice that our framework also provides database management mechanisms, which complement the
ones already available in the DB4O OODBS. Thus, the DB4O is reduced to a simple data repository.
The XML file feeds the weaver of the framework with aspects (in the AOP sense). This implementa-
tion strategy has enabled a rapid development of the framework. Data objects and meta-objects are
easily stored in an OODBS like DB4O. On the other hand, for our UBMO meta-objects, because of
the special editing and extensibility requirements of our pointcut/advice constructs, an XML format
was considered quite adequate.
The framework also provides a preprocessor. This component is optional, allowing some dynamic
typing features that are not compliant with standard Java compiler rules. It acts as a static weaver,
allowing the introduction of additional code into applications that enables the framework to per-
form a correct persistence of parametric classes[49]. More information about this module can be
found in [50].
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Figure 3. System architecture.
3.3. The meta-model
In this section, we discuss our proposal for a new meta-model based on class versioning [51, 52].
Our meta-model is used for representing in the database the data models of applications through its
basic entities: data objects and meta-objects.
In our meta-model, there are two concepts of object: (i) Logical Object and (ii) Data Object. The
first represents an instance of an application data entity, for example, a student that is represented
through the Student class in the application scope. As result of several steps in the application
evolution, the structure of the Student class may have distinct versions. Our class versioning meta-
model was designed to support a class in the several versions that it may have. Thus, each instance
of the Student class can be stored in the OODBS according to the structure definition known by
the application that created it. From the point of view of the application, a class has only one version,
which is the one defined in the source code. However, in the OODBS, each object of that Student
class may be an instance of another version of this application class. These Student instances in
the OODBS are supported through data objects. The data objects form the data layer of the system.
Such a level of abstraction, regarding the class version, is enabled by Logical Objects. This kind
of object encapsulates the class version and structure details from applications. When an application
requires a data object associated to a logical object which does not follow the expected class version,
the framework emulates the (logical) object in the correct version.
The logical objects are supported in the metadata layer using the meta-objects of our meta-
model. The framework uses this metadata stored in meta-objects and data in data objects to emulate
(logical) objects as they are expected by applications.
The meta-objects that form the metadata layer of the system are instances of meta-classes. In our
meta-model, there are the following six meta-classes: (1) Class Version Meta-Object (CVMO); (2)
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Instance Meta-Object (IMO); (3) Attribute Meta-Object (AMO); (4) Root Meta-Object (RMO); (5)
Update/Backdate Meta-Objects (UBMO); and (5) Aspect meta-objects (AspMO).
Figure 4 illustrates an example of how these meta-objects are related in order to represent one
course instance associated with its students and coordinator. In this example, we reuse the structures
Figure 4. Meta-model: Example of students enrolled in a course.
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of the classes Student and Coordinator in order to discuss how the meta-model represents
them in versions ‘A’ and ‘B’, in, respectively, Figure 1(a) and (b).
The persistent root is an instance of Course, which is pointed through a RMO meta-object and
identified through an arbitrary string key value (a named reference). In the presented example, this
key has the value ‘TOC’. In Figure 2, we discussed how applications use the API of the framework
in order to obtain the course object using its named reference. The course instance, pointed to by
the RMO meta-object, has an IMO meta-object that supports its logical identity.
Additionally, this IMO meta-object is also associated with two AMO meta-objects. These AMO
meta-objects support the relationships to the coordinator and enrolled students of the course. That
is to say, they represent the attributes coordinator and students[] of the course logical
object. In turn, the AMO meta-object of the coordinator is associated with another IMO meta-object,
which supports the coordinator logical object. On the other hand, the AMO meta-object of the
students is associated with a set of IMO meta-objects. Each one of them is a cell of an array of
students. Notice that other AMO or RMO meta-objects may refer to these logical objects (cells of
the array).
In Figure 4, a class in a specific version is represented using the notation ClassName$Version.
Our framework recognizes new classes and versions through the generation of this version identifier
using a hash function. As a result of the hash function, these automatically generated; identifiers are
not very programmer-friendly. That is why the @Aop4oopVersionAlias Java annotation [53]
has been added to the framework. This annotation can be associated to a class in order to have its
versions easily named. Figure 5 depicts how this annotation is used to identify the class versions
presented in the Figure 1(b). Notice that each class can have a distinct version identifier. In this case,
all classes were redesigned.
At runtime, our prototype provides each application with the objects pertaining to its class ver-
sions, even though its persistent version in the database may be different. Additionally, in the same
runtime environment, the internal mechanisms of the framework require access to objects that could
exist in another version. Thus, a strategy is required in order to allow multiple versions of the same
class to exist simultaneously at runtime. Regarding the unique name invariant that any structure of
classes must obey, the name of a class must be unique. Java, as well as most programming languages,
does not provide type versioning support.
In order to accommodate these multiple versions, we followed a class renaming strategy that
fulfils the unique class name invariant. Consider, as an example, the application class Person
in version ‘C’. Their data objects are managed in the framework and stored in the database as
Person$C. Regarding the other versions of Person, for example, ‘A’ and ‘B’, these are man-
aged as Person$A and Person$B. That is to say, from the point of view of the application,
there is a class Person; whereas from the point of view of the framework, there are three classes:
Person$A, Person$B and Person$C.
The class Person is defined in the source code of the application. On the other hand, these
renamed classes (Person$A, Person$B and Person$C), as well as their bytecode, are stored
inside the database (as CVMO meta-objects). By using the classloader of the framework, these three
classes are available at runtime for the conversion mechanisms. This approach overcomes those
programming language limitations, while enabling programmers to write conversion code without
using any other programming language like Vejal [54].
Figure 5. Identifying class versions.
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Two types of change can be applied to a class: at the class level (adding, removing or modifying
attributes and methods), or changes to its inheritance structure. Each time that any of these changes
occur, a new class version is created. If a superclass is updated, then its subclasses must evolve,
requiring a new version identifier for each one of them. For example, let us consider a superclass
that has five attributes, from a to e. This superclass, as well as its subclasses, has the same identifier
in version ‘A’. Subsequently, the superclass is updated, and a new attribute f is added to it. As a
consequence, all classes in the hierarchy get a new version identifier ‘B’. In a second update, the
attribute a is replaced by z. As in the previous update, all classes in the hierarchy get a new version
identifier C. Notice that if a superclass is updated, all its subclasses are affected.
Our schema manager automatically detects new class versions when they are not recognized by
the classloader. Thus, the first time a class is made persistent, an additional operation is performed.
The schema manager registers that new class version into the metadata layer as a CVMO meta-
object. From that moment on, the class version is registered in the database, and it is recognized by
the classloader as well. This incremental evolution of classes frees the programmer from having to
register classes in two places: the application and the database. Programmers just need to perform
the update in the source of the application code because the framework will produce a new class
version each time a class is modified.
Each IMO meta-object is associated with one or more CVMO meta-objects. Each of these CVMO
meta-objects supports the metadata regarding the structure of the class of the logical object in a
specific version. Besides the metadata, CVMO meta-objects preserve the bytecode of the class.
Using this preserved bytecode, our framework knows the internal structure of each class (members,
methods and annotations), as well as the hierarchical relationships. The hierarchical relationships
are not explicitly represented in the metadata because they can be obtained from the bytecode of
the class through reflection. By searching CVMO meta-objects in the database, it is possible to
find all subclasses of a class. Figure 4 presents some examples of instance-of relationships that are
supported through CVMO meta-objects. The class Student in version ‘A’ has no user-defined
superclass; however, in version ‘B’, it is a subclass of the class Person. As the Coordinator
class, its superclass is replaced from one version to another. Additionally, the bytecode of the class
stored in these meta-objects feeds the classloader of the framework.
Each one of these IMO meta-objects is also associated to one data object. Notice that in our pro-
totype, we just maintain one data object version per logical instance. In our example, the course
(logical) object in the database is maintained through one single data object in class version ‘A’,
as well as the coordinator object in its class version ‘A’. Regarding the array of students,
some cells, that is, IMO meta-objects) have their data objects in class version ‘A’ and others in
class version ‘B’.
Our approach based on logical object and data object concepts requires a similar perspective
regarding the identifiers. As an object identifier (OID) identifies physical (data) objects in the
database, a logical object identifier (LOID) identifies a logical object (an IMO meta-object). That
is to say, an LOID is the logical identity of an application object which encapsulates the physical
structure of data in the database. In turn, the OID physically identifies a data object or meta-object.
In the example depicted in Figure 4, one can observe these two types of identifier.
This approach simplifies the object update process because it avoids the physical replacement of
relationships. Furthermore, it also allows an application class to have instances in distinct versions.
Our framework has an internal data structure that provides the mapping between LOID identifiers
and references to objects in the memory. Thus, two objects with the same LOID inside the running
environment have a common reference in the memory. That is to say, for applications, they are the
same object instance.
The aspect meta-objects represent aspects (in terms of AOP), which can have one of two usages:
application aspects (e.g. logging) or database management system aspects (e.g. security). This type
of meta-object is just part of our meta-model, not being implemented in our framework, as well as
being outside of the scope of this paper.
The UBMO meta-objects support the instance adaptation mechanisms. In Section 3.4, we will
continue this discussion, presenting this type of meta-object.
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3.4. Supporting instance adaptation
The simplicity of class evolution, addressed with an incremental approach, contrasts with the com-
plexity of the adaptation of existing data in the database. Therefore, this instance adaptation problem
raises complex implementation issues, especially in a multi-version schema, which is our case. In
order to address this problem, our framework performs two types of mapping: direct mappings and
user-defined mappings.
3.4.1. Direct mappings. A direct mapping is applied in the absence of any user-defined mapping.
This mechanism supports all class updates that can be autonomously inferred by default conversion
functions [44]. In our framework, a direct mapping deals with changing attributes to compatible
types (int to long; int to double; any numerical type to String), movement of attributes
across the class inheritance structure and new attributes initialized to zero or null. Additionally,
our framework provides an @Aof4oopDefault(value) annotation that is used for passing
default values to conversion functions. When objects are being converted by direct mapping, their
new attributes can be initialized with user-defined values passed by this annotation.
In our example presented in Figure 1(a) and (b), the Student class can be converted between
versions ‘A’ and ‘B’ using a direct mapping. Despite the structural changes in the hierarchical rela-
tionships of the classes, a direct mapping between their attributes is possible. No user definitions are
required: in our framework, the default instance adaptation mechanism can handle it autonomously.
3.4.2. User-defined mappings. User-defined mappings are required when direct mapping is unable
to deal with the conversion. In Figure 4, two examples of this type of mapping are necessary in
case of the Coordinator class. Notice that structural changes that occurred in its superclasses
have affected the semantic consistency between these two class versions. One UBMO meta-object
supports user definitions for converting Coordinator objects from class version ‘A’ to ‘B’, and
another one supports converting from class version ‘B’ to ‘A’. As we will discuss in Section 3.4.3,
these two UBMO meta-objects can handle all the five subclasses of Person in version ‘A’ and
Staff in version ‘B’.
These meta-objects are built using our pointcut/advice constructs. That is to say, program-
mers write these pointcut/advice constructs, which are stored as UBMO meta-objects in the
metadata layer.
3.4.3. Pointcut/advice expressions. Instance adaptation is a crosscutting concern of classes that are
the subject of evolution. In order to quantify these join points, we developed a new kind of point-
cut/advice construct, which follows the Quantification definition posited by Filman and Friedman
[24]: “In programs P, whenever condition C arises, perform action A.”
These expressions are structured into two parts: trigger conditions and action. In Table I, we
present a quick reference guide for these constructs, improved because our last publication [17].
At runtime, an action is triggered when the object instance being loaded from the database and the
one required by the application satisfy the conditions of a construct. The trigger conditions establish
an explicit mapping between these two class versions. The action information is used to extend the
instance adaptation aspect of the framework with the required conversion behaviour.
These constructs are written in XML to enable easier editing using a graphical tool or simply a
text editor. Furthermore, our approach also benefits from the extensibility of XML for the future
implementation of new features. In our implementation, the action is written in Java, which is
embedded into the <sourceCode> XML node. The conditions for triggering the action are spec-
ified through matching parameters. In an aspect-oriented sense, these matching parameters quantify
the objects subject to conversion, while the conversion function is an advice.
Continuing with our example in Figure 4, the adaptation of all those five subclasses from version
‘A’ to ‘B’ only requires two UBMO meta-objects. In Figures 6 and 7, one can observe the XML-
based constructs supporting these two meta-objects. From the point of view of the framework, users
intend to adapt objects from one version to another, which does not mean that this has to be the real
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Table I. Pointcut/advice constructs quick reference guide.
Parameter/node Description
Conditions
name Mandatory parameter which enables pointcut identification. It is applied in the
generation of the name of woven classes. This name is very useful for debugging
purposes because in case of a runtime error, the programmer can determine
its localization within the source code.
matchClassName Class canonical name of the advised classes. Emulated objects whose classes
match this parameter are advised. This parameter allows the * wildcard. If the
class name is followed by [], the adapted object must be an array of this class.
matchSuperClassName Superclass canonical name of the advised classes. Matching through a superclass
is meant to reduce the number of user definitions. If there are many target classes
that share a common superclass, all of them are advised. This parameter allows
the * wildcard.
matchOldClassVersion The class version of the persistent object in the database being emulated/converted.
This parameter allows the * wildcard and or operator.
matchCurrentClassVersion Defines the class version identifier of the running application. This parameter is
required when many versions of the class already exist. In these cases, we must
ensure a correct target application version. This parameter allows the * wildcard
and or operator.
matchParentClassName This contextual parameter enables advising objects which at runtime are pointed
to from a certain class. This parameter allows the * wildcard.
matchParentMember This is another contextual parameter that enables advising objects, which at
runtime are pointed to from a certain object member.
Action
applyDefault This parameter, when true, applies the default conversion behaviour, alleviating
the programmers’ effort in order to write this action. Note that in many cases, only
some members of a class require user-defined code.
outputClassName This parameter specifies the type of return value. This is very useful when we
intend to apply an expression to several classes that share a common superclass.
In these cases, the advice can convert that superclass or any other.
sourceCode Conversion code in plain programming language. Must be finished with a
return statement.
Figure 6. Conversion of all subclasses of Staff from version ‘A’ to ‘B’.
chronology of the evolution of the classes. Thus, in the scope of the conversion source code, the
‘old’ and ‘current’ versions only represent the point of view of the construct.
In these five subclasses, the problem arises from structural changes made to their superclass.
In version ‘A’, the name attributes of the Person class are firstName and Surname. In ver-
sion ‘B’, these attributes were replaced by others in the Person class, as well as having Staff
introduced as a subclass of Person.
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Figure 7. Conversion of all subclasses of Staff from version ‘B’ to ‘A’.
Figure 6 presents the required user definitions in order to adapt all Person subclasses from ver-
sion ‘A’ to ‘B’. Each construct has a name as mandatory attribute. Besides the name, other optional
ones are required in order to establish the target objects for adapting. From lines 2 to 5, match-
ing conditions for target identification are defined as: superclass, class, old and new class versions.
The matchClassName attribute defines which is the application class of the target objects. The
matchOldClassVersion restricts the target objects to the ones stored in the database in the
class version ‘A’. In order to restrict the target object regarding the class version required by the run-
ning application, the attribute matchCurrentClassVersion specifies the class version ‘B’.
Additionally, the operator ‘|’ (or) can be applied in order to match with several versions.
In line 6, the parameter outputClassName tells the framework what the return type is. Notice
that in this case, the conversion mechanism returns an object of class Staff, hence allowing a
single construct to handle all five subclasses of Staff. The code in lines 9 to 12 performs the
semantic adaptation between the two class versions.
Figure 7 depicts the second UBMO meta-object. As in the previous one, this expression handles
all five subclasses of Person class when they are being converted from class version ‘B’ to ‘A’.
In the current state of development of our framework, programmers must edit these constructs by
hand. For them, this represents an additional cognitive overhead. Notice that we chose XML only to
represent UBMO meta-objects. We argue that a graphical tool for editing XML will eliminate that
overhead. Thus, we plan to include such a new graphical tool to edit UBMO meta-objects in the
future versions of our framework.
3.5. Aspects supporting persistence and database evolution
In this section, we discuss our approach to addressing the database evolution problem using AOP.
Our meta-model discussed in Section 3.3 and the orthogonal persistence paradigm, as well as class
versioning, are the bases of this approach.
The aspects of the system were modularized at two distinct levels: application and frame-
work. Therefore, the specific cross-cutting concerns of the persistence aspect are also modeled
as aspects, that is, aspects of aspects). These aspects are woven with the components of the
applications and the framework using AspectJ. Figure 3 illustrates a program execution that is
intercepted at join points that require persistence behaviour. In this figure, one can observe join
points (get(*/*) and set(*.*)), in the execution of the program, which are intercepted by the
persistence aspect.
3.5.1. Application aspects. Two aspects were modularized at the application level: (i) data persis-
tence and (ii) data integrity. The former regards all join points, where persistent data is read or
written. Each accessed object is advised according to its state of persistence. The latter enables all
integrity checks defined through the Java annotations enabled by our framework. A discussion of
these integrity mechanisms is beyond the scope of this paper.
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3.5.2. Framework aspects. The main module of the framework implements all the components that
do not require flexibility or that are not transversal. Thus, five aspects were modularized at this level:
(i) Instance adaptation: This is the base aspect that implements default mechanisms for instance
adaptation. In Section 3.6, we will discuss our approach to extend this base aspect of the framework.
(ii) Database data integrity: Ensures constraint maintenance (introduced in the application source
code) during the conversion/emulation process from one version to another. (iii) Object storing:
This aspect deals with the persistence concern of the framework. It enables a flexible and pluggable
persistence implementation. (iv) System statistics: Generates the internal statistics of the system.
Using the API of the framework, users can get this information about the system. (v) Debugging:
Generates debugging data.
3.6. Extending the instance adaptation aspect of the framework
Our framework is based on a hybrid procedure of static and runtime weaving. The instance adapta-
tion aspect is statically attached to the framework by means of the AspectJ weaver, as well as the
remaining aspects of the framework and the persistence aspect in applications. The runtime weav-
ing enables the base instance adaptation aspect to be extended in order to be able to deal with the
specific issues of adaptation of each class version (its role aspects). In this section, we discuss this
runtime weaving mechanism of the framework.
When adaptation is not required, the data object just requires a dynamic typing mechanism in
order to change its type (e.g. Person$B to Person). Thus, our framework instantiates the class
(e.g. Person) using its default constructor and then copies all attributes from the data object to
the newly instantiated one. At the end, the framework maps the converted (logical) object using its
memory reference and LOID. After this moment, the object is available in the application scope.
On the other hand, if adaptation is required, additional steps are performed. The framework
checks if there is a pointcut/advice construct (i.e. an UBMO) that matches the object being adapted.
If there is a match, the action part of that construct (action sourceCode of the UBMO meta-
object) is delivered to the runtime weaver of the framework. This weaver compiles the source code,
producing a new aspect as a special class that implements the doConversion() function. Notice
that this function is an internal mechanism to invoke the aspects added to the framework. In terms
of optimization, the runtime weaving procedure is carried out once at first, or when the UBMO
meta-object is updated.
The doConversion() function has an interface which is known by the mechanisms of the
framework. This system call receives two pairs of arguments defined in its interface: oldObj,
oldObjParent, newObj and newObjParent. Their names are reserved words, which are
references to the target object, in two distinct versions, and their parents in the context of the
conversion. After the runtime weaving has taken place, this function is invoked.
In Figure 8, an example of a doConversion() function is presented. The class that imple-
ments this function was woven at runtime having its origins in the pointcut/advice construct
presented in Figure 9. A simple example is presented in these two figures. Consider version
‘A’ of class Person, where the person’s name is a single property, that is, its attribute name;
however, in the current version of the application, assume it is ‘B’, the person’s name is split
into two parts: the first and last names. At conversion time, the doConversion() func-
tion receives a Person object pre-converted through its newObj argument (loaded from the
database and pre-converted as discussed previously through direct mapping). Thus, only the
firstName and lastName attributes need to be converted, alleviating the programmer’s effort.
Figure 8. Example of a woven doConversion() function.
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Figure 9. Pointcut/advice construct for adapting a person’s last name.
Notice that in this example, the remaining attributes are handled by direct mapping, because
applyDefault is set to true. In the conversion context, a Family object is the parent of the
Person object (the one that is being converted). This is ensured due to the matching parameter
matchParentClassName="rhp.aof4oop.cs.datamodel.Family". The conversion
code takes advantage of the Family object, which contains the family’s name, in order to split
the person’s name into those two parts. In this example, doConversion() is fed with the target
object Person in the scope of the application, its data object Person$A at the database and their
parent objects (Family and Family$A).
3.7. Structural, semantic and behavioural consistency
The proposed meta-model, based on class versioning, raises consistency issues. In this section, we
briefly discuss how these requirements are addressed in our approach.
The static type checking performed by the compiler ensures that each object instance inside the
application runtime environment unconditionally pertains to, and follows, the schema version of the
application. Inside the user-defined conversion code, such classes are statically checked during the
compilation of the weaving process, ensuring that they belong to a known class version. Thus, in
both cases, anomalous behaviour is avoided at runtime because there are no invalid references to
methods or attributes. Because each new class version is incrementally propagated to the database,
in this layer, all object instances also pertain to one of those multiple versions of the classes. Hence,
the schema evolution invariants are propagated to the database.
While structural and behavioural consistency is verified at compile time, semantic consistency is
addressed with update/backdate conversion code and additional metadata added into the application
classes. Our UBMO meta-objects ensure this type of schema consistency.
Several database evolution taxonomies for object-oriented databases have been proposed [2, 55].
The taxonomy of our framework is closely tied to the programming language because programmers
can freely perform updates in the class structures of their applications. Our proposal to address this
problem is, theoretically, able to deal with all kinds of updates at the class level in which there is
equivalence. For example, consider class C in versions ˛ and ˇ, referred to, respectively, as C˛ and
Cˇ. We define a conversion function f , which converts an object in version ˛ to ˇ, by
f W C˛ ! Cˇ: (1)
Hence, consistency is always achievable at the class level if there is such a function f .
On the other hand, if there is no equivalence, our framework cannot handle the problem. As
an example, consider a class in which an attribute is added in version ‘A’. In version ‘B’ of this
class, this attribute is removed and no other attribute providing the same information is added or
exists in the class. In this example, there is an equivalence from version ‘A’ to ‘B’. However, no
equivalence exists from version ‘B’ to ‘A’. This lack of equivalence breaks the continuity of the
versions. Applications based on version ‘A’ of that class structure will lose information if objects
are updated to version ‘B’.
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Our framework detects this lack of equivalence (‘B’ to ‘A’ conversion in our example), and then,
by default, AOF4OOP does not allow the conversion. In that case, during the startup of the appli-
cation in version ‘A’, a message notifies the user that an exception is going to be thrown when it
accesses the field deleted by ‘B’. However, if there is a solution in the specific domain for perform-
ing such a conversion, the programmer may specify the conversion routine following the proposed
aspect-oriented adaptation mechanism.
In order to reduce the number of such cases, our pointcut/advice constructs still address another
scenario. Consider a class C in version ˛ and class D in version ˇ, referred to, respectively, as C˛
and Dˇ. The equation for this case is
f W C˛ ! Dˇ: (2)
Thus, if there is such a function f , then it is possible to convert objects in class C˛ to class Dˇ.
This evolution scenario occurs when in the class structure ˛, there is a class C which is replaced by
D in the class structure ˇ. From the point of view of our meta-model and framework, the replace-
ment of a class and its update produces the same problem because a function f will perform the
conversion. Notice that our framework invokes an appropriate function f when applications require
an object according to its class structure.
As discussed in Section 3.6, the internal conversion mechanism of the framework is provided with
non-local information. That is to say, besides information regarding the target object, its parents’
information is also available for this mechanism. Thus, Equation (2) can be generalized as follows:
f W .C˛; PC˛; PDˇ/ ! Dˇ; (3)
where PC˛ and PDˇ are, respectively, the parent object of C in version ˛ and the parent object of
D in version ˇ. As an example, consider class Person in class structure ˛, which has its address
information in three attributes: street, city and zipCode. Because several persons (belonging
to a family) can share the same address, it makes sense to create a class Address with these
attributes. Thus, in the new class structure ˇ, objects of class Address are obtained from
f W .nul l;Person˛;Personˇ/ ! Addressˇ: (4)
Notice that in this scenario, the class Address does not exist in version ˛. Hence, it is passed
on as a null value to the function f .
Based on the previous arguments, one can conclude that our approach to maintaining consis-
tency is based on equivalence through the use of conversion functions. Hence, if the class structures
(before and after the evolution) are not equivalent, then the evolution problem cannot be fully
addressed within our approach. In some cases, the lack of a direct equivalence between two versions
of a class may be overcome using non-local information at the immediate object relationships level.
3.8. Transactions, failures and locking
Transactions and failures have been identified by many authors [56–59] as being impossible to
totally aspectize. In our framework, only transactional mechanisms are aspectized. The semantics
of the transactions remains in the application scope.
The orthogonal persistence paradigm has implications for the way that concurrency is han-
dled in our framework. These implications have to do with Atkinson’s principles of Persistence
Independence and Reachability. In order to address the challenges imposed by this paradigm, we
implemented a multithreaded environment within a single Java Virtual Machine (JVM).
By default, our framework works in autocommit mode. In this mode, when one object attribute
is updated, the persistence mechanisms work atomically, that is, both data and metadata are saved
within a unique database transaction. Each time an application object is updated, its LOID remains
locked. During the time that the normal program execution is intercepted by the persistence aspect,
the application loses control in favour of the framework. The application remains locked until the
operation is successfully finished, or a runtime exception is thrown. If an exception is thrown, the
attribute of the object in the memory as well as its data and metadata in the database are rolled back.
In such cases, the framework throws a runtime exception of the type EFrameworkFault.
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Non-persistent objects are treated in the same manner. Although these operations on non-
persistent objects do not produce runtime exceptions, because they do not interact with the database,
exceptions may occur. Note that the constraint checking mechanisms of the framework might pre-
vent an attribute update. If the new values are not in accordance with the integrity definitions
introduced in the source code as annotations, then the framework throws a runtime exception of type
EIntegrityFault.
In order to achieve a more sophisticated transactional model, we implemented three new system
calls: beginTransaction(), commitTransaction() and rollBackTransaction().
The system call beginTransaction() switches off the autocommit mode. While autocom-
mit mode is turned off, changes are not committed in the database. That only occurs at the end
of the transaction, by calling commitTransaction(). Calling rollBackTransaction()
will end the transaction and roll back all changes in the database, as well as in the instantiated
objects in memory. At the end of a transaction, the system returns to autocommit mode. These mech-
anisms of the framework ensure the atomicity, consistency, isolation and durability properties in a
multithreaded environment.
Because of the orthogonal persistence principles, the framework must include non-persistent
objects in the transactions. During a transaction, the framework saves the state of the object as it
was at the beginning of the transaction. Thus, if an exception occurs, the initial state is restored.
Two instantiated objects belonging to two distinct JVMs do not share the same memory. Hence,
if one of them is updated, the other one is not synchronized. Currently, only problems regarding
memory synchronization and locking across several threads are taken into account. This problem
limits the use of our framework to a single JVM. These issues, as well as mechanisms for nested
transactions, are currently under development.
4. EVALUATION
4.1. Proof of concept application
In order to test our framework in a real scenario, a real world application was developed. It provides
means for users to manage personal data regarding students and staff members of an adult education
organization. Our proof of concept application§ is based on the same case study in Rashid et al. [1, 2]
and is presented in Figure 1(a) and (b).
The user interface is organized into two tabs, one for students and another for staff. Both tabs
provide the same operations for students and staff members. Figure 11(a) and (b) depicts two screen-
shots of the user interface of the application when the staff tab is selected. In these figures, our
application is working according to the version ‘B’ of the class structure. As we will discuss, our
application exists in two versions, one in each state of the class structure: ‘A’ and ‘B’, that is, before
and after the evolution.
During the initial phase of the development of the application, data was managed in memory
without any concern for data persistence. At the execution time of the application, all data introduced
by users remains available. Although the application is totally operational at this phase, all that data
is lost in any further execution after its restart.
In order to provide the application with persistence mechanisms, we use our framework. Figure 10
presents the listing with the new simple lines of code which are required in order to attach the
application to the framework.
In the former version of the application, only the array initialization in line 6 existed. In line 3,
the application tries to get the reference to an array of Student from the database using its named
reference ‘students’. If no reference is found in the database, a new empty one is created and then put
into the database (code in lines 6 and 7). After that point in the execution line of the program, all the
objects that are reachable from this array will be persistent by means of the transparent mechanisms
of the framework.
§Its source code, as well as the framework, is available in the following repository: https://github.com/rhrp/aof4oop.
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Figure 10. Providing the application with persistence.
Regarding the update of the objects, the user interface provides a button that is activated when
the fields of the form are changed by the user. When this button is clicked, the content of the fields
is copied to the corresponding attributes of objects. No additional work is required to update the
database because these objects are reachable from a persistent root.
The application was initially developed using as its base version ‘A’ the class structure in Rashid
et al. In order to make our case study more realistic, we populated the database with real data regard-
ing 3500 students and 212 staff members. Next, the decision of the management of the organization,
to redesign the database, was simulated by updating the class structure of the application according
to version ‘B’. Consequently, some changes had to be made in the application and its user interface.
The database structure was no longer compatible with this new version of the application because
the class structures of versions ‘A’ and ‘B’ are not equal. In order to deal with this structural
and semantic incompatibility in the five staff classes, we applied the pointcut/advice constructs in
Figures 6 and 7, which were previously discussed. Regarding the students, no user intervention was
required. The default mechanisms of the framework for instance, adaptation were capable of deal-
ing with the problem. Notice that no semantic changes occurred in class Student. In this case,
only attribute movements across the class hierarchy were observed (from Student to Person).
After the framework was extended using those two pointcut/advice constructs, the application
(in version ‘B’) was initiated. The entire database of both versions was available to the application.
Objects in version ‘A’ are emulated only when required (the persistence mechanisms of the frame-
work are lazy). Users may update the data about the students and staff because an object in memory
after being updated is saved into the database as the class structure in version ‘B’ (objects are stored
as the class structure of the application that performed the last update). All the objects continued to
be available from the application in version ‘A’, even though they were updated by the application
in version ‘B’.
4.2. Volume of changes in the source code
In order to evaluate the gains in terms of work productivity that our framework offers to pro-
grammers, we conducted another comparative case study intended to assess the added value of the
framework to its object repository based on a DB4O OODBS. The DB4O is a reference system
in object-oriented databases that provides object persistence with a considerable level of trans-
parency and orthogonality. It could be considered as the system most compatible with the AOF4OOP
framework, and hence, we chose it compare it with our system.
The same redesign scenario used in the previous section was considered again. In this study, we
adapted two applications that use the data model in version ‘A’ represented in Figure 1(a) before
their redesign. The first application was presented in the previous section. The second one provides
the same features but stores its data directly in a DB4O OODBS. Notice that they are the same
application using two distinct persistence mechanisms.
Because both applications share a common data model, the code defining the class structure was
implemented as a common library. The task of performing the source code adaptations in this com-
mon structure of classes was named Task-1. Additionally, both applications have some lines of
source code that depend on the class structure, which requires programmer intervention (in partic-
ular in the graphical user interface (GUI) presented in Figure 11(a) and (b)). In version ‘A’, the
Coordinator class (and the remaining Staff subclasses) has a surname member that does
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Figure 11. User interface of the application.
not exist in the new version ‘B’. It also has two new members, middleName and lastName, in
version ‘B’. We have structured both applications in order to share the source code of the GUI com-
ponents. Thus, this second adaptation task is also identical in both applications, which we named
Task-2. The orthogonality present in the persistence mechanisms of the DB4O and AOP4OOP
systems has eliminated the need of adaptation in other parts of the applications.
An additional task was still necessary in order to adapt the existing class instances in version
‘A’, stored in the database, to the new version ‘B’. We named this third task Task-3. The first chal-
lenge lies in a limitation of DB4O, which does not transparently support inserting and removing
classes from the inheritance hierarchy. Both types of class transformation occur in this study, so
an additional application is required to adapt the object instances (Student and all Staff sub-
classes) from the old class version to the new one. The process suggested¶ by the authors of DB4O
is the following one: (i) Create the new hierarchy with different names, preferably in a new pack-
age; (ii) Copy all values from the old classes to the new classes; (iii) Redirect all references from
existing objects to the new classes. Additionally, there are still semantic and structural differences
between the two versions. In order to adapt the objects belonging to the DB4O based application, we
developed two helper applications|| that perform the process described earlier. The first application
performs the copy of the objects to a temporary class structure in version ‘B’, in a distinct pack-
age in order to avoid class names colision. It also performs the semantic adaptation of the copied
objects. The second helper application copies all the objects in this temporary class structure to the
definitive one and deletes the temporary class structure. Task-3 in the case study application based
on DB4O is then finished by running these two applications in the right order.
In contrast with the DB4O case study application, the AOF4OOP-based application does not
require, in Task-3, any additional helper programs, which saves on the programmer’s effort. As
discussed in the previous section, only one of those two pointcut/advice constructs is required for
adapting from version ‘A’ to ‘B’. After introducing the construct in Figure 6, the programmer may
run the application in version ‘B’ because the framework handles the object adaptation problem.
For each task, we conducted an analysis of the impact in terms of lines of code, classes/aspects
and atomic changes. Regarding the atomic changes, we adopted the Chianti taxonomy [60]. Table II
depicts our results for the three tasks in both case study applications.
The presented results show measurable benefits in the case of the application based on our frame-
work. Using our framework for accomplishing Task-3, programmers need only write 16 new lines
of code necessary for the database evolution aspect defined through the pointcut construct depicted
in Figure 6. On the other hand, 315 new lines of source code are required for those two helper
applications. In terms of global work effort for writing new code, the AOF4OOP-based application
¶Accessed April 2, 2014 in the following URL: http://community.versant.com/documentation/reference/db4o-
8.1/net/reference/Content/advanced_topics/refactoring_and_schema_evolution/refactoring_class_hierarchy.htm.
||Their source code is available in the following repositories: https://github.com/rhrp/aof4oop_cs_db_step1 and
https://github.com/rhrp/aof4oop_cs_db_step2.
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Table II. Volume of changes.
Task-1 Task-2 Task-3 Total
Metric DB4O AOF4OOP DB4O AOF4OOP DB4O AOF4OOP DB4O AOF4OOP
NLOC 106 106 27 27 315 16 448 149
MLOC 9 9 13 13 0 0 22 22
DLOC 74 74 14 14 0 0 88 88
NCA 1 1 0 0 3 1 4 2
MCA 2 2 1 1 0 0 3 3
DCA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
AC 90 90 14 14 47 3 151 107
NLOC: new lines of code; MLOC: modified lines of code; DLOC: deleted
lines of code; NCA: new classes/aspects; MCA: modified classes/aspects;
DCA: deleted classes/aspects; AC: atomic changes; AOF4OOP: aspect-
oriented framework for object orthogonal persistence.
only consumes one-third of the effort that is necessary with the DB4O application. These metrics
of effort cannot be proportionally converted to working time, because working time depends on the
programmers’ skills and experience. Notice that each programmer may find a distinct solution for
each problem, with a distinct effort in terms of lines of code and working time. In order to obtain an
estimate of the working time, we invited two programmers to perform these three tasks. The results
showed the same proportion: 15 and 46 min of working time, for the AOF4OOP- and DB4O-based
applications, respectively.
Regarding the presented scenario, these experimental results have shown the advantages of the
framework in terms of programmer productivity over a reference system in the state-of-the-art of
object-oriented databases. However, there are two other additional advantages that must be con-
sidered: (i) In order to perform the schema updates, DB4O must follow an eager stop-the-world
approach, while the proposed framework does not and (ii) The DB4O approach does not allow the
previous application to continue being operational, while AOF4OOP only requires an additional
pointcut/advice construct.
4.3. Meta-model analysis
In order to evaluate our meta-model, we extended the case study of Rashid et al. [1, 2]. This earlier
case study compares the authors’ system with three others, when faced with the design correction
scenario used as an example in our proof of concept application discussed in Section 4.1.
We reused this scenario in order to extend the previous work with our results and to enable a more
direct and easier comparison. This comparative case study was structured into two parts. The first
analyzes the impact on meta-objects, at the schema level, while the second provides an analysis of
the instance adaptation process. The systems compared were Orion, Encore, TSE and SADES [61].
4.3.1. Schema. The relationships between classes are modified in each schema update. Depending
on how the corresponding meta-model represents relationships, the impact could be more or less
complex, and would affect a distinct number of meta-objects. Classes, attributes, methods and other
types of model entities are represented in the meta-model through their corresponding meta-objects.
Thus, all these meta-objects are interconnected according to the data structure represented. For
example, a class meta-object has an inheritance relationship with its superclass meta-object, and
an aggregation relationship with all its subclasses, attributes and methods. Orion, Encore and TSE
use attributes at the meta-object level to implement those relationships between meta-objects. In
SADES, those connections are represented as relationship objects [2]. Our approach, presented in
Section 3, is simpler because none of those relationships require meta-objects.
In the comparative case study in Rashid et al. [1, 2], the introduction of a non-leaf class Staff,
which has a different impact on each system, affecting several meta-objects, is given as an example.
Table III presents their results merged with our own. As we can observe, with regards to this correc-
tion scenario, our meta-model presents the best results in terms of affected meta-objects. Regarding
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Table III. Meta-model comparison.
Studied system Affected meta-objects
Orion 33
Encore 54
TSE 56
SADES 23
AOF4OOP 10
the SADES system, it surpasses Orion, Encore and TSE because of the usage of relationship objects.
These first class objects, which encapsulate the information regarding the connections among the
meta-objects, contrast with these three systems that have that information embedded within the
meta-objects. A detailed description of the implications of introducing the Staff superclass in
each system can be found in the case study referred to the aforementioned section.
Because the updates in our meta-model are incremental, only new class versions are added to the
schema. Thus, just eight new CVMO meta-objects are inserted: seven new class versions for the
existing classes and the new Staff class. Additionally, because of update/backdate compatibility,
two UBMO meta-objects provide the means for conversion in both directions. In this scenario, all
remaining changes are transparently treated by the direct mapping mechanism, avoiding any extra
information.
This design correction scenario, while being very simple, enables a good understanding of the
advantages present in our meta-model. Although this earlier case study does not cover the AspOEv
system (an evolution of the SADES system, see Section 5), we can extrapolate these results because
SADES and AspOEv follow the same approach in terms of the meta-object layer [46].
4.3.2. Instance adaptation. The instance adaptation problem is addressed in the second part of
[1, 2]. It provides a detailed comparative description of the adaptation mechanisms in the four sys-
tems. Those systems were also described in that earlier work, as well as our own in Section 3.
Considering the existing descriptions, here, we just discuss the positioning of our approach in
relation to those studied systems.
SADES, in relation to Orion, Encore and TSE, stands out because of its customization capability
and the flexibility of the instance adaptation process. The aspect-oriented process allows the cus-
tomization and flexibility by dynamically applying the most suitable technique. Those advantages
will be discussed in Section 5. In this regard, SADES, AspOEv and our framework are equivalent
because the three systems follow the same aspect-oriented approach.
4.4. Limitations of the framework
4.4.1. Performance. Our framework emulates objects according to the version expected by the
application. This approach introduces a significant delay if the objects are not yet in cache. Although
performance degradation was not perceptible in our tests, it exists because of the additional mecha-
nisms of versioning implemented. However, in our geographical application** [17], because of the
use of large arrays of objects, this performance degradation was observable.
Although most of this performance degradation is unavoidable and inherent in the class version-
ing approach, we argue that the flexibility and customization enabled by the aspect-orientation of
the database evolution provides means for other approaches. For example, maintaining multiple ver-
sions of the data objects. Another example consists of a lazy update of the data objects to the class
**This previous proof of concept application uses data obtained from the online OpenStreetMap (http://www.
openstreetmap.org) geographical database. The OpenStreetMap online geographical database allows a user-defined
area to be exported through its coordinates. The OSM export files, in XML format (http://wiki.openstreetmap.
org/wiki/OSM_XML), contain all the data related with that geographical area. Each one contains the coordinates of
the boundaries and is structured as a set of objects, such as Nodes, Ways and Relations. Our geographical application
enables users to import those OSM files into the local database. Users can browse these locally stored geographical
areas, thus having access to all the information (their points of interest).
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version of the most recent (and most used) application version. Such flexibility and customization
provides the necessary means to apply the adjusted strategies to each case.
In terms of performance, some of the current limitations of the prototype derive from the use of an
OODBS as an object repository (DB4O). This OODBS provides high-level interaction mechanisms
in a single version schema, and therefore, it is not well adapted to the requirements of the framework.
Theoretically, a new specialized object store for our framework and meta-model would enhance its
overall performance and orthogonality, avoiding many additional operations. We will consider this
specialized object repository as a future improvement to be made to our framework.
4.4.2. Transactions and failures. In our framework, each member of a persistent object is updated
within a single database transaction. During the life cycle of transactions, the application remains
locked. If any error occurs, an exception of the framework is thrown and the entire transaction,
involving objects and meta-objects, is reverted. At the end of the transactions, the framework returns
the control to the application. Using this approach, the atomicity, consistency, isolation and dura-
bility properties are always ensured. We consider this as a minimalist approach in addressing the
problem of transactions, because it does not serve the requirements of complex application trans-
actions. Thus, we are developing additional mechanisms to manage transactions and failures. In
Section 3.8, we have discussed these new features of our framework.
4.4.3. Concurrency and process model. As discussed in Section 3.8, our framework provides a
safe multithreading environment for concurrent programming. It enables concurrent programming
within a single JVM, sharing memory and other resources. Examples of these types of environments
are embedded systems and personal devices.
Although a safe multithreading environment is enabled by the prototype, it is restricted to a single
JVM. This limitation arises from the orthogonal persistence paradigm, where the persistence state
of objects depends on its reachability. Two instantiated objects in two distinct JVMs do not share
memory. Hence, if one of these objects is updated, the other one does not get synchronized. Memory
synchronization and locking across several JVM are still unresolved issues that we intend to address
in our future work.
4.4.4. Type orthogonality. In order to allow different class versions, a class renaming strategy was
adopted. Besides the impact on the performance of the system, such a solution raises implementation
issues due to JVM restrictions. Note that classes pertaining to the standard Java library cannot be
manipulated by reflection. Thus, in the current version of our prototype, important classes such as
ArrayList are limited in terms of versioning. As a workaround, these classes are treated as non-
versionable objects, that is, their structure cannot be changed. Although an LOID is assigned to
each, they are saved into the database as is.
5. RELATED WORK
5.1. Persistence as an aspect
Al-Mansari et al. [58, 62] discussed the benefits of AOP combined with orthogonal persistence
and proposed a solution based on path expressions pointcut (PEP) and persisting containers. An
orthogonal persistent system based on these new pointcut expressions will provide aspects with
information about non-local objects, solving the problem of determining the reachability of objects.
However, the authors only propose a denotational semantics for PEP. Their contribution is a guide
for future PEP developments and its integration with AOP systems.
Soares et al. [63] present their experience while refactoring a web application, a Health Watcher
system, modularizing all code related with distribution and persistence concerns using AspectJ.
Rashid et al. [57, 64] addressed the persistence modularization as an aspect. Rashid and Chitchyan
[57] demonstrate that, in the context of a database application, persistence can be effectively aspec-
tized. However, these authors argue that only partial obliviousness is desirable. They argue that
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persistence has to be taken into account as an architectural decision during the design of data-
consumer components [57]. For example, GUI components need to be aware of large volumes of
data so that they may be presented to users in manageable chunks.
Yet these two previous studies did not focus on orthogonal persistence. Although persistence has
been successfully modularized, the reusability of the aspects is poor, because in those systems, the
persistence is a role aspect of classes [26]. In developing our framework, we followed the best
practices for designing aspect-oriented systems [33]. Thus, we chose a favourable balance between
obliviousness and modularity. In consequence, the presented framework has enabled an easy and
non-invasive implementation of the persistence concern in our proof of concept application. As dis-
cussed in Section 4.1, the application was initially developed without any implementation of the
persistence concern. Applying a minimal change in its source code, we provide the objects of the
application with a persistence aspect. All remaining code of the application is kept unchanged,
being oblivious to persistence concerns and decoupled from the framework. Moreover, the per-
sistence aspect does not violate the specified behaviour of the base modules, which makes it a
spectator [30, 43]. Despite providing applications with additional behaviour, they continue working
if turned off, being thus oblivious to that lack of persistence. Furthermore, the orthogonal persis-
tence paradigm followed by our framework still enables transparent data access while promoting
programming quality.
5.2. Database evolution as an aspect
As far as we are aware, the main research work carried out in the field of object-oriented databases
schema evolution, applying AOP techniques, points to solutions that partially, and in some cases,
totally solve the schema evolution problem. The research work carried out by Rashid et al. [2, 46,
61, 65] has been an important contribution to the improvement of the flexibility and customiza-
tion features of known evolution techniques. Those authors have proposed an approach that allows
the combination of isolated techniques into one unique, powerful and integrated solution, applying
AOP techniques.
In the SADES system [61], Rashid introduced the concept of aspect in object-oriented databases,
turning the system, in itself, into an aspect-oriented database [65]. In this research work, some
crosscutting concerns that were identified could be aspectized in terms of AOP. Those crosscutting
concerns exist at the database management system and database levels. Constraints checking, access
rights, as well as all related aspects of the database evolution domain, such as instance adaptation,
inheritance and versioning, are good examples of those concerns.
In the SADES system and later in the AspOEv system [46], the AOP techniques were explored
in order to implement database mechanisms of schema evolution and instance adaptation. Rashid
et al. also propose a meta-object model [66] based on three types of entities to represent data and
schema structures: objects, meta-objects and meta-classes. This meta-model was an inspiration for
our work, presented in Section 3.3. However, as discussed in Section 4.3, our meta-model has fewer
meta-classes and hence is much simpler. Our meta-model supports schemas based on class version-
ing but does not represent all the derivation paths of class versions. Additionally, class hierarchy
relationships are also not explicitly represented in our meta-model.
The authors of that paper remark on the high degree of flexibility provided by their approach
when compared with other systems. They argue that traditionally object-oriented databases only
offer a single schema evolution approach coupled with a specific instance adaptation mechanism.
Hence, they do not effectively meet the needs of the applications [45]. They concluded that the
aspect-orientation of a database allows for a pluggable and customizable system, which can pro-
vide database administrators and programmers with powerful means to do their work [45]. At the
database management system level, it enables the access to strategic system internal points to intro-
duce customizable components. In the scope of database evolution, the most appropriate approach
can be chosen or even a combination of them [45, 46].
In that approach, the stored entities, both data and metadata objects, can have their own aspects
at the database level. Additionally, these aspects themselves can be made persistent entities and
also stored in the database. In those authors’ opinion, with which we agree, this approach opens a
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broad spectrum of customization solutions. On objects, the specific concerns of application logic
and entities could be aspectized. On the other hand, the concerns of metadata objects, such as
update/backdate routines, are likely to be aspectized. This approach avoids the need to introduce
new code in classes every time conversion methods are updated (when a new version of the class
occurs).
The AspOEv system introduced its own language, Vejal [54], capable of manipulating the objects
in their multiple class versions. An application based on the AspOEv system is written in Vejal
programming language. With this approach, Rashid and Leidenfrost intend to overcome the gener-
alized limitation of object-oriented programming languages, which do not support type versioning.
In the Vejal language, the class Person in version 1 is represented as Person< 1 >. In another
syntax, Person<s=1>, which means the class version of Person that occurs in version 1 of
the schema. In Vejal, a class in its version is a type. We concur with the authors’ opinion that this
approach improves type-checking safety by avoiding incorrect type inferences when evolving the
database with the adaptation of types and instances.
In AspOEv, the Vejal language provides programmers with the means to deal with variations in
class structure, as version types. Therefore, applications must be aware of the semantic and structural
variations among class versions. This contrasts with our approach, which offers the possibility of
modularizing these role aspects of classes [26]. Notice that in our framework the details of how to
convert a class between its versions are completely separate from the applications and the framework
itself. Each application only knows its own structure of classes.
The AspOEv system was inspired by SADES. However, SADES uses aspects to directly plug-in
the instance adaptation code into the system. This system requires programmers to be aware of low-
level technical details. Database consistency is ensured by Reflective Handlers [54], which handle
the mismatch exceptions. Consequently, the complexity of the instance adaptation hot spots has to
be exposed to the programmer. With this exposure, there is the risk of unwanted interference with
the database from the aspect code. This system also contrasts with our framework, in which pro-
grammers just write the appropriate conversion functions to adapt the objects. Furthermore, SADES
supports customization of the instance adaptation approach only: the schema evolution strategy is
fixed. It does not support version polymorphism either.
Kuppuswami et al. [47] have also explored AOP techniques proposing a flexible instance
adaptation approach, developing a system that supports instance adaptation with two aspects:
update/backdate and selective lazy conversion aspects. These update/backdate aspects support the
concern regarding the emulation of object versions. The object is retrieved from the store in its
physical version, and it is then converted to the expected structure by the application.
In their work, those authors also highlight the flexibility provided by AOP techniques to sup-
port database evolution concerns. They conclude that the encapsulation of concerns within aspects
enables the easy replacement of the adaptation strategy and code. Thus, this contrasts with other
systems that introduce code directly into the class versions.
The approach proposed by Kuppuswami et al. [47] implements role aspects of the classes as
update/backdate aspects. Although this approach is, in its basis, similar to the one proposed in the
present paper, it does not offer a systematic interface to declare and implement aspects. Programmers
must implement those aspects using AspectJ or another AOP tool.
These earlier works showed that aspect-orientation of the database evolution enables a high-level
of flexibility and customization. Like these systems, our approach also enables the same flexibility
and customization, in terms of applied strategies.
6. CONCLUSIONS
We propose a new approach based on a meta-model and pointcut/advice constructs to provide
applications with orthogonal persistence in a database based on class versioning. The implemented
AOP4OOP framework enables persistence and database evolution concerns of the applications to
be modularized in terms of AOP. It provides programmers with semi-transparent mechanisms to
deal with the evolution of classes. The class structure of the application can be freely changed in
its source code, being then incrementally reflected into the database, autonomously producing a
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new version of each modified class. Only when semantic updates occur must programmers apply
the proposed XML-based pointcut/advice constructs. The existing applications that recognize a
previous class structure version continue to work, unchanged, oblivious to schema changes at the
database level.
In terms of database evolution support, our framework offers more transparent mechanisms which
affect positively the programmers’ productivity. Our framework avoids the need for helper pro-
grams in many scenarios, like the one discussed in this paper (as well as a geographical application
presented in [17]). The development of such helper programs penalizes the workload in terms of
productivity, because they are additional tasks for the programmers.
Besides the same benefits found in related work [46, 47, 54], the AOP4OOP framework is
reusable because of our aspect-oriented approach supported in our XML-based pointcut/advice
constructs. The details of how to convert a class between its versions are modularized apart from
the applications and the framework itself. We argue that our system contrasts with others, which
require technical knowledge to deal with the inconsistencies among class versions. It allows pro-
grammers to write applications and conversion code using the same programming language, without
requiring a specific framework language. Additionally, these pointcut/advice constructs allow pro-
grammers to use local and non-local information regarding the target object being converted. We
argue that our approach empowers the richness and expressiveness of the user-defined conversion
functions. The presented examples highlight the following benefits: (i) full programming language
features; (ii) access to non-local data; and (iii) the application class behaviour can be reused in
conversion functions.
Compared with other approaches [1, 2], the evaluation presented has shown that our meta-model
is simpler than the existing approaches, because of the implicit relationships among its class versions
and class hierarchies, thereby requiring a less complex meta-object layer. As shown in the presented
comparative case study, it reduces the number of affected meta-objects.
We exploit the characteristics of the orthogonal persistence paradigm. Despite its many design
challenges, we think that this persistence paradigm provides particular means for modularity, apply-
ing AOP techniques. Our approach incorporates the benefits of those two paradigms. With our proof
of concept application, we demonstrated these benefits within a real scenario.
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